EMPOWERING ORGANIZATIONS WITH BREAKTHROUGH BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

Velocity Zoom aggregates vast data sets from your enterprise applications into purpose-built dashboards for enterprise performance management. Capturing complex data from various sources including dynamic transactions from your enterprise resource planning (ERP) software, Velocity Zoom’s role-specific dashboards and visual analytics reveal emerging patterns, bottlenecks, human productivity insight and transactional analysis in real-time.

VELOCITY ZOOM REMOVES THE GUESS WORK, BRINGING TO LIGHT BUSINESS PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES BASED ON TRUTHS ONLY BIG DATA CAN PROVIDE.

- SYSTEM ANALYTICS
- HUMAN PRODUCTIVITY
- COMPLIANCE
- SECURITY
VELOCITY ZOOM DELIVERS POWERFUL, REAL-TIME INSIGHTS
THAT WILL TRANSFORM HOW YOU OPERATE YOUR BUSINESS, COACH EMPLOYEES, AND DEVISE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVES.

SYSTEM ANALYTICS
Capture and analyze user application activity from online transactions, batch jobs and other data sources within your enterprise applications. Metadata is deciphered and translated, available at-a-glance for key stakeholders and decision makers. Patterns emerge through system, transaction and end user monitoring and reporting.

COMPLIANCE
Delivers insight on application configuration, change management, concurrent user counts and potential impact on technology requirements, versioning and strategic updates. Captures comprehensive system usage, login data and location information, available at-a-glance or by report, providing audit-ready information at your fingertips.

HUMAN PRODUCTIVITY
Attribute and Error analysis that display workflow trending, training opportunities and job performance. Real-time user interaction enables instantaneous feedback on transaction and productivity insight while comparisons with user categories and stratification into logical areas enable peer-to-peer analysis.

SECURITY
An innovative dashboard designed to provide high level, pertinent insight into the overall security state of your enterprise applications. Key information regarding login analysis, segregation of duties, user access analysis and geolocation threats provide CSOs with actionable intelligence to make and support critical business decisions.

WITH BREAKTHROUGH METADATA AT YOUR FINGERTIPS, WHAT BUSINESS DECISIONS WILL YOU MAKE?